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ABSTRACT 
The objectives of the English Language Teaching Unit (ELTU) of the Dept. of 
English, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka, have broadened over the years to encompass the 
changing needs of the students who enter the university system. In 1998 again, there was a 
major change and the EL TU replied by adopting another new approach to teaching. This 
directly resulted in changes to areas such as the curriculum, lesson materials and testing. The 
English Placement Test (EPT) 99 was developed to place new entrants to the Intensive 
English Program in the Faculty of Arts, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka. The EPT 99 was 
developed to meet practical needs, but it needed to be evaluated systematically. 
This study reports the findings and results of the evaluation of the EPT (99). The 
study uses the framework set out by Bachman and Palmer (1996) for evaluating test 
usefulness in terms of reliability, construct validity, authenticity, interactiveness, impact and 
practicality. Several methods were used to collect data: statistical analysis oftest scores, 
interviews with the test developer and the Intensive English Program director and instructor 
feedback through questionnaires. Using this information the study assessed the usefulness of 
the EPT (99) and made suggestions on how to maximize the overall usefulness of the test. 
The study in addition to the evaluation of the EPT (99) also provides a theoretical framework 
for developing other tests. 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The English Placement Test (EPT) 1999 of the Dept. of English, Arts Faculty, 
University of Colombo, Sri Lanka was developed to meet the practical needs of the moment 
but required a more systematic assessment for future use. This study will evaluate the EPT 
(99) for its' usefulness to provide a basis for developing other placement tests. In order to 
contexualize this study, this chapter will begin with a brief history of the Dept. of English for 
the main directions and changes that have taken place and focus on the pre-sessional 
Intensive English Program (Arts Faculty), which will lead to understanding the purpose of 
evaluating the English Placement Test 1999. 
History 
Since the inception of the English Language Teaching Unit (ELTU) of the Dept. of 
English, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka in 1964, there have been four major phases in 
the approach taken to teaching. These phases coincide with the trends in ESL and to a 
large part with the requirements of the university system. From a very narrow focus, the 
objectives of the ELTU have broadened to encompass the changing needs of the students 
that enter the Faculty of Arts. This is explained fairly clearly, "Objectives underlying ELT 
in Colombo have moved from a narrow objective of meeting immediate in-sessional 
needs of undergraduates, to a comprehensive aim of providing for students' total needs, 
immediate and deferred" (Fernando 1994 p.8). 
In 1964 reading, grammar, speech and writing were taught as four separate skills. 
Emphasis was on the first two with speech and writing peripheral parts of the course. 
Reading consisted of short passages and independent statement sentences from authentic 
Arts texts. Grammar was structural with the use of the L 1, indicating the use of the 
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grammar translational approach. 
In the more sustained second phase the focus on reading skills continued and 
grammar was now incorporated into the reading text. Reading was process oriented and 
aimed at developing reading skills, namely a top-down!bottom-up approach. The grammar 
though focused on structure took in newer insights from discourse analysis and, listening and 
speech were recognized as important needs and as a useful part of the acquisition process. 
The third phase was perhaps the most important in that a systematic rationale was 
defined for the approach taken to teaching in the EL TV. With the government's re-emphasis 
on English and increasing problems of employment due to a lack of English knowledge, 
students' needs were acknowledged as being "pre-sessional, in-sessional and employment 
or in-service" (Fernando 1994 p.8). With this in mind the courses were built up with a 
communicative approach combining three explicit areas of interest - life, university and 
employment. Life skills in reading, writing, listening and speech were the first to receive 
attention. The emphasis continued on academic reading and unlike in a purely 
communicative approach there was separate attention to 'structure and accuracy mostly in 
preparation for future employment. 
The fourth and current phase of the EL TV, which is still in its early stage follows 
from the previous phase but has changed adopting a more functional approach for the pre-
sessional and in-sessional courses. The director of the EL TV says, " ... the material used at 
the time was heavily structure-based and did not give the students a sense of the language as 
a living instrument which they could put to good use in acting in their environment by 
making meanings with it that they wanted to, and doing with it things that they would 
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want to do." (personal communication 1999). 
The Pre-sessional Intensive English Program 
The Intensive English Program (IEP) dealt with a single theme that students' could 
relate to. In language terms the course was made as rich as possible encompassing reading, 
composition, grammar vocabulary speech and listening hoping that the students will be 
able to experience the language. In addition this real context within which the language 
and language elements were embedded was intellectually and experientially defined 
adding to the immediacy of the domain. The IEP provides some basic English instruction 
that students entering the university system would require. Since language use varies 
from situation to situation, the program tries to focus on tasks that are most commonly 
needed by all students in the areas of life, university and future employment. Broadly 
defined the target language use (TLU) domains are both language instruction and real-
life. 
The English Placement Test 
Students entering the Arts Faculty come from diverse English as a Second Language 
(ESL) backgrounds and therefore are at different levels of English language ability. With 
such variety it is not possible to assign students at random into the classes of the IEP. So 
two days before the IEP commences the students take a placement test. The test is an 
important element of the program because it sorts students into similar language ability 
groups and determines which level of study would be the most suitable for the students. 
Generally the IEP has three main levels of placement: Level 1 Part 1 and Level 1 Part 2, 
Level 2 and Level 3.The English Placement Test has changed over the years reflecting the 
changes in the approaches to ESL in the Arts Faculty. The test has usually been designed and 
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developed by the director of the IEP and administering the test has always been done by the 
staff of the English Dept. With the change in the university system the designing and 
developing has been taken over by a lecturer who has had fairly recent training in language 
assessment. The test was designed and developed by the end of 1998 and administered in 
February of the following year. The English Placement Test (EPT) 1999 is a 2Yz hour 
exam that consists of eight parts that cover grammar, reading, vocabulary study and 
composition. Each test paper is hand scored by instructors in the IEP using a marking key. 
After grading the test papers are then given to another instructor where shelhe picks a few 
randomly and grades them again. Although the test met the need of the hour; placing students 
into the IEP, it has not been formally evaluated. This prompted the present study; to 
investigate the test for its usefulness and also to provide suggestions within a theoretical 
framework for developing other placement tests. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERA TURE REVIEW 
This chapter will begin with the importance of placement tests in language programs 
and then present previous studies of placement tests and the methods used to evaluate their 
usefulness. The problems or limitations of these methods will be addressed by looking at new 
directions in current language testing research. So the literature reviewed in this chapter will 
provide the background as well as the rationale for evaluation of test usefulness in the present 
study. 
Placement Tests 
Many different kinds of decisions are made in any language program and language 
tests of various types can help in making those decisions. One type of decision that is made is 
placement. Students are grouped because of similar language abilities and placed in classes. 
This is beneficial to teachers as they can focus on problems and language that is appropriate 
to the level of the students. A good indication of how important placement tests are in 
language teaching is described in the following; "Placement is an important element in most 
programs because of the necessity for sorting students into relatively homogeneous language-
ability groupings, sometimes within specific skill areas. Since we regularly put students 
through such experiences, it seems logical that we should do our best to make responsible 
placement decisions based on the results of their efforts" (Brown 1989 p.65). 
However to make responsible placement decisions, the placement test itself has to be 
evaluated to find out if it is doing what it is supposed to do. Language assessment has made 
great strides especially in the past two decades. Yet placement tests that are so widely used 
are hardly researched in language testing literature especially with regard to evaluating them 
for their usefulness. 
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Two fairly recent studies point this out. Wall, Clapham and Alderson (1994) attempt 
to validate the use of placement tests since that would identify students (entering British 
universities) who most need English instruction, without which their progress in 
undergraduate or postgraduate studies might be hindered. They say, "The nature and 
validation of placement tests is rarely discussed in the language testing literature ... " (p.321). 
In another study Fulcher (1997) describes the reliability and validity of a placement test that 
is also used for the purpose of identifying students who require English language support. He 
says, "It has recently been noted that although placement testing is probably one of the most 
widespread uses of tests within institutions, there is relatively little research literature relating 
to the reliability and validity of such measures". (p.l13) 
Both these studies are considered relevant to the present study because they attempt 
to describe and evaluate the reliability and validity of the placement tests, two qualities 
critical for tests because they are the basis for makirig decisions. Reliability is essentially 
consistency in the test scores across different characteristics of a testing situation. The 
consistency can be estimated by a statistical measurement. Validity relates to the 
meaningfulness and appropriateness of the interpretations that are made from test scores. For 
this purpose it is necessary to justify the interpretations that are made with evidence and not 
just state and argue that they are valid. 
The reliability of the placement test in both studies was calculated by obtaining a 
reliability coefficient for the test scores. In the case of Wall et al (1994) a KR-21 value was 
obtained for each of the four sub tests (grammar, writing, reading, listening). In the Fulcher 
(1997) study a KR-20 value was obtained for each of the three sections (writing, structure 
and reading) of the test. Fulcher (1997) says that while his study used the same methodology 
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in many ways as Wall et al (1994) to ascertain reliability, he also attempts to expand on the 
methodology specifically for the university context that he deals with, namely the University 
of Surrey. So the structure and reading sections were also fit with a logistic model, which 
was for making interpretations of scores on multiple forms of the test comparable. 
Correlation coefficients were used to establish the validity of the test (four sub-tests/three 
sections respectively) and both studies also provided descriptive statistics. 
The two studies investigated the validity of the test by examining and commenting 
on construct, content, concurrent and face validity of each of the sub-tests/sections in the 
placement test. For construct validity in both studies the primary source of information was 
correlation analyses of the test scores. In Wall et al (1994), content validity was judged by 
asking the teachers in the English Language Institute to compare the contents of the test to 
the contents of the language classes. Fulcher (1997) on the other hand had subject specialists 
(Humanities, Engineering and Physics) comment on the contents of the test. In the Wall et al 
(1994) study concurrent validity was looked at by correlating test scores with information 
from questionnaires (students' self-assessments, subject tutor assessments and language 
teacher assessments). Fulcher (1997) was limited to correlating test scores of33 students 
with their scores on the TOEFL. Face validity about the test in both studies was obtained 
through questionnaire feedback from the students. Wall et al (1994) asked students to 
comment on the test whereas Fulcher (1997) asked students to indicate their perception of the 
tests' fairness in evaluating their operating in English in an academic context. 
In another study Paltridge (1992) evaluates an existing, well-established English for 
Academic Purposes (EAP) placement test. In this study too, the evaluation is limited to 
determining the reliability and validity of the test. He says, "The test is generally agreed to 
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have been extremely successful in terms of the purpose for which it was designed: that is 
placing students appropriately into the institution's various academic and language 
development programs. Notwithstanding this, an evaluation study is presently being planned 
in order to determine actual levels of reliability and validity for the test." (p.261). The study 
plans to investigate inter and intrarater reliability, predictive validity, concurrent validity and 
content validity. 
New Directions in Language Testing 
These studies while providing direction to the present study were at the same time felt 
limiting. As Henning (1987) says evaluation of tests should take into consideration" ... the 
purpose of the test, the characteristics of the examinees, the accuracy of measurement, the 
suitability of format and features of the test, the developmental sample, the availability of 
equivalent or equated forms, the nature of the scoring and reporting of scores, the cost, the 
procurement, and the political acceptability of the test" (p.9). The studies above showed that 
determining reliability and validity take into consideration the purpose of the test, the 
suitability of format and features of the test, the developmental sample, the availability of 
equivalent or equated forms, the nature of scoring and reporting of scores. However the cost 
of the test and the procurement and the political acceptability are not considered. 
this points to the fact that language testing and evaluation should be viewed from a much 
broader perspective. This is now possible because the field of language testing has evolved or 
as Bachman (1991 p.671) says, "has come of age" and now has much more to offer in terms 
of theoretical, methodological and practical applications. Evidence for some of this is found 
in the following: 
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Chapelle and Douglas (1993 ) discuss Canale's contribution; how his theoretical work on 
communicative competence was a base for much of the current research in language testing. 
They say, "Beyond the technical concerns of defining and measuring communicative 
competence, Canale also emphasized the human dimension of language testing- an event he 
portrayed as having social origins and consequences. Test development and test use, he 
asserted carry with them social responsibilities so important that the name for the current 
"tradition" (Spolsky 1978) of language testing, naturalistic-ethical (Canale 1988), should 
reflect the social responsibility (ethical) aspect of testing along with concerns for naturalistic 
language use in tests" (p.1). When Canale refers to the responsibility involved in the testing 
process he is referring to the fact that a test extends beyond construction and administration, 
it is an event that has educational as well as social ties and as a result affects all those who 
take part in it. This means the tests takers and, " ... the entire instructional process" (p.16). So 
this social responsibility or as Henning (1987) says "political acceptability of the test" refers 
to the impact that a test has upon the individuals who use the test. According to Chapelle and 
Douglas, Canale also used the term naturalistic-ethical to show that language tests are 
measuring natural, authentic language and, he advocates" ... the responsibility of test users to 
ensure that language tests are valuable experiences and yield positive consequences for all 
involved." (pA). He identified properties of authentic language use and stated that language 
test tasks should reflect them. Then another quality to consider in evaluating a test is its' 
authenticity. 
Chapelle and Douglas (1993 p.2) also go on to show how Canale and Swain's theory 
identifies three components necessary for effective communication: 
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• Grammatical competence: elements of language (vocabulary, syntax, linguistic 
semantics) 
• Sociolinguistic competence: sociolinguistic appropriateness and coherence and cohesion 
in text 
• Strategic competence: a means of enhancing the effectiveness of communication 
This has led language-testing researchers to see the difference between criterion-related 
evidence (correlation) and construct evidence (a theoretically defined construct) pointing out 
that validity is not limited to correlation studies as found in the studies above. Instead 
construct validity also includes stating the purpose of the test and characteristics of test takers 
for defining what the test is going to measure. Altogether validity in language assessment, 
its' meaning and extent have changed over the years. Chapelle (1999) identifies some 
possible directions: "one might discuss diverging philosophical bases in education, 
demographic changes in test takers, and advances in statistical, analytic methods for testing, 
all of which have provided some impetus for change" (p.254). There were two significant 
developments with regard to validity. First in 1985 the AERAI APAINCME Standards for 
Educational and Psychological Testing replaced the existing definition of three validities 
(criterion-related, content-related and construct) with a single unified view of validity in 
which construct validity was central. Then in 1989 Messick published what is now 
considered a landmark paper. He not only incorporated the above definition but also included 
test consequences in the definition of validity - like those brought up by Canale. 
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Bachman and Palmer (1996) 
These events have influenced language-testing research in the 90's. According to 
Chapelle (1999) Bachman (1990a) introduced validity as a unitary but multifaceted concept 
and within validity he also included the consequences of test use. With this he made internal 
validity "a process through which a variety of evidence about test interpretation and use is 
produced; such evidence can include but is not limited to various forms of reliabilities and 
correlations with other tests." (p.4). Following from this Bachman and Palmer (1996) present 
an in depth discussion on test development and test evaluation in their book Language 
Testing in Practice. Their framework for evaluating test usefulness encompasses present 
theoretical and practical concerns and so is not limited to the qualities of reliability and 
validity but also includes authenticity, interactiveness, impact and practicality. Their 
framework also provides a clear and explicit definition of the qualities of test usefulness. 
Usefulness = Reliability + Construct validity + Authenticity + Interactiveness 
+ Impact + Practicality 
They see test usefulness as a function of the different qualities which contribute to the 
overall usefulness, and according to them operationalizing the usefulness of test development 
and test use is based on three principles: 
Principle 1. It is the overall usefulness of the test that is to be maximized, rather than the 
individual qualities that affect usefulness. 
Principle 2. The individual test qualities cannot be evaluated independently, but must be 
evaluated in terms of their combined effect on the overall usefulness of the 
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test. 
Principle 3. Test usefulness and the appropriate balance among the different qualities 
cannot be prescribed in general, but must be determined for each specific 
testing situation. 
(Bachman and Palmer 1996 p.18) 
Briefly said, for a test to be useful it must have a specific purpose be for a particular 
group of test takers and have an explicit language use domain. So in other words the 
usefulness qualities cannot be evaluated in the abstract. They also show that each quality 
should be seen in a complementary relationship and not in conflict with each other - e.g. 
weaker reliability and validity may be compensated by higher degrees of authenticity and 
interactiveness and impact. The following is a brief description of the six qualities of test 
usefulness. 
Reliability 
Reliability is essentially consistency in the scores oftest takers. Test scores should 
remain consistent over the different characteristics of the testing situation. So it is possible 
that aspects oftest design may affect the consistency oftest scores. For example variation in 
characteristics of the test task should be. related to variations in the characteristics of target 
language use (TLU) tasks. So if unmotivated variation results in inconsistencies in test 
performance, it would not be fair to make inferences on those scores of the test. The main 
characteristics are of setting, rubric, input, response and relationship between input and 
response. The degree to which a test is consistent can be estimated by calculating a reliability 
coefficient. Whenever measurements take place a certain amount of error exists. In language 
testing the problem is greater because it is testing mental traits of human beings and their 
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performance can vary for a variety of reasons. Language assessment research has identified 
two general sources of variance: meaningful variance and measurement of error or error 
variance. Meaningful variance can be connected directly to the purpose ofthe test. For 
example if the purpose is not clearly defined or if the construct the test intends to measure is 
ambiguous, this may cause variance in test scores. Brown (1996 p.188) explains 
measurement error as "a term that describes the variance in scores that is not directly related 
to the purpose of the test." In other words students performing differently on a test could be 
attributed to the environment, administration procedures, their own personal/physical 
qualities, the scoring procedures, the test items or even just the test. It is important to know 
the degree of error variance affecting test scores to establish how relatively reliable the test 
actually is. Brown (1996) quotes Cronbach (1970) for this, " Test theory shows how to 
estimate the effects of unwanted influences and permits judgments about the relation between 
the actual score and the score that could be obtained by through measurement" (p.192) 
Construct Validity 
Construct validity is at the heart of validating a test as stated in the literature above. 
This is essentially the appropriateness of the inferences that are made about the test takers' 
language ability. In other words the test scores should reflect the language ability that is 
being measured. The focus is on aspects of test development that could possibly affect those 
inferences. This is predominantly the relationship between the construct definition and test 
tasks and possible causes of bias in test tasks. Since the primary use oflanguage tests is to 
make inferences about language ability. We demonstrate that the inferences we make are 
valid by stating the purpose of the test and clearly defining the construct that is being 
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measured. For this it is also necessary to include characteristics of the potential test takers 
especially their language ability, since that is what is being inferred. 
Authenticity 
Authenticity is the degree of correspondence between the features of a given test task 
and the characteristics of a TLU task. This is an important quality because the interpretations 
that are made using the test scores must move beyond the testing domain; the test tasks must 
relate or generalize to a domain in which the test takers will use the language. The focal 
point would be on characteristics or aspects of test specification and operationalization that 
affect this correspondence. The characteristics of setting involve the physical setting such as 
location, temperature, seating conditions etc., the participants and the time of the task. The 
characteristics of the input and the characteristics of the response are explained through the 
format, channel, form, language and type used. The relationship between input and response 
is described in terms of reactivity, scope and directness. By creating a checklist of this kind 
and placing the descriptions of the test tasks along side the descriptions of the TLU tasks it is 
possible to compare the characteristics to find how far they correspond. 
In teractivenss 
Interactiveness can be defined as " ... the extent and type of involvement of the test 
taker's individual characteristics in accomplishing a test task"(Bachman and Palmer 1996 
p.2S). The characteristics referred to are their language knowledge, metacongnitve strategies, 
topical knowledge, personal characteristics and affective schemata in accomplishing test 
tasks. In order to make inferences about test takers' language ability, the test tasks should 
require the use oflanguage knowledge of the test taker. Unless there is interaction it would 
not be possible to make inferences about the language ability on the basis of the test taker's 
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performance. Bachman and Palmer say that to determine the relative interactiveness of a test 
task, it is necessary to consider the characteristics of the test takers, TLU tasks and the test 
tasks. 
Impact 
Impact is a quality of test usefulness that involves the various ways in which test 
taking and test use affect society, educational systems and the individuals within those 
systems. The two groups who are most directly affected by test use are the test takers and the 
teachers (who use the test in an instructional setting) at a micro level. This in tum will affect 
society and educational systems in general at the macro level. In other words there are 
potential consequences of using a test for a particular purpose. 
Practicality 
Practicality can be defined as the extent to which the resources required for a 
particular test specification can be met by the available resources. If the resource demands 
exceed the existing resources then the test is not practical and the test specifications either 
have to be modified or the available resources have to be increased. This test quality is 
different from the other five qualities. The others relate to the uses that are made of test 
scores but practicality relates mainly to the way the test will be implemented. 
As Bachman and Palmer (1996) point out, this approach takes into consideration, 
" ... the relative importance of all the qualities that contribute to usefulness, and enables us to 
consider how these interact with each other" (p.38). Also taking this approach ties the idea of 
usefulness to a particular testing situation. So the six different qualities are examined in 
relation to a specific purpose, to a specific group of test takers, to a specific TLU domain and 
with respect to the availability of resources in a specific test setting. 
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Studies Using the Bachman and Palmer Framework 
The studies described below use the Bachman and Palmer (1996) framework (or 
earlier versions) for evaluating test usefulness. They all show that the qualities of usefulness 
are related to a specific testing situation and therefore sometimes some qualities have 
supremacy over the others, but the overall goal is to strike a balance among the qualities of 
usefulness. 
Hoekje and Linnell (1994) use the usefulness framework and especially authenticity 
to evaluate three instruments of spoken language assessment used as measures for assessing 
non-native speaker teaching assistants (NNS TAs). According to them in the Bachman 
(1990,1991) framework, "authenticity is defined as a quality of the relationship between 
features of the test and features of the non-test target use context." (p.l 04) Within this 
framework they assume that the IP (Interactive Performance) test has greater authenticity 
over the other two tests. Their study examines the features of the target language use contexts 
ofNNS TAs and then considers each of the three instruments by analyzing them using the 
interactional/ability approach within the test method/acets (test task characteristics). The 
focus is on the extent of test takers' language ability in the test tasks ofthe three instruments 
and how this corresponds to tasks in the TLU. It is through this that Hoekje and Linnell 
(1994) proceed to establish the authenticity of the IP test. They point out that statistical 
validity alone is insufficient to say that a test is good, " ... that in some important sense, the 
test must be authentic as well as statistically viable" (p.122). They conclude by adding to the 
consensus that qualities of usefulness cannot be maximized to the point that one excludes the 
other(s). They say, "Although it is no longer acceptable to have language tests, which are 
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statistically valid and reliable but unauthentic in their tasks, neither is it acceptable to have 
authentic but statistically invalid and unreliable tests." (p.122) 
In a similar study Shin (1995) looks at the usefulness of videotaped materials as they 
have apparent superior authenticity in assessing listening ability over audio taped materials in 
placing international students into ESL programs in universities. In his experimental study he 
examines partial evidence for usefulness of a videotape-formatted test (VFT), so impact and 
practicality are not covered. Four aspects of test usefulness: reliability, construct validity, 
authenticity and interactiveness are investigated to establish usefulness of VFT as a measure 
of academic lecture listening ability for placement and selection testing purposes. The ability 
to listen to academic lectures is the construct being measured. Listening to academic lectures 
is defined as the target language use (TLU) domain and TLU tasks are described using 
Bachman and Palmer's task characteristics (in 1994 this was still an unpublished 
manuscript). Using this information a VFT was developed. In considering the degree of 
authenticity the TLU task characteristics were compared with the test method facets and 
interactiveness was measured by the extent to which tests takers' language knowledge was 
involved in executing the test tasks. Two groups of students in the ESL program at Iowa 
State University were administered a conventional listening comprehension test (from a 
TOEFL preparation book) and subsequently the VFT along with the audio tape- formatted 
(AFT) version. The test scores from both administrations were used to discuss the reliability 
and the construct validity of the VFT. 
Park (1998) developed a C-test to assess written language ability of non-native 
English speaking (NNES) students for English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction in 
high school in rural Iowa. The purpose of the study was to examine whether a version of the 
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C-test is useful as a test measuring written language ability of these non-native English 
speaking high school students. The six qualities of test usefulness are the basis for the six 
research questions that she answers to determine the overall usefulness of the C-test in her 
study. She provides an extensive study ofC-test usefulness. Next from the Iowa Department 
of Education, she describes the potential test takers and how they are placed in ESL programs. 
which provide her with information about the purpose of the test. Then she uses a checklist 
as suggested by Bachman and Palmer (1996 p. 108) and describes the tasks in the target 
language use (TLU) domain. The next step was defining the construct to be measured in the 
C-test. Finally she used the logical questions to evaluate C-test usefulness in this particular 
testing situation. Using all this information she developed and piloted (non-native speakers 
and native speakers) a C-test and using information from that test, she developed the main 
test, which was administered to both native and non-native speakers. The test results from the 
study were used as evidence for reliability, construct validity, impact and practicality. 
Kunnan (1999) makes reference to a study in progress by Chapelle, Douglas and 
Douglas. On inquiry it was found that this research project has halted due to circumstances 
beyond the control of the study. However the researchers were interviewed about the study. It 
was found that the study aimed at evaluating the usefulness of Phonepass, a 10 minute ESL 
speaking test that is administered over the phone. According to the researchers the Bachman 
and Palmer (1996) framework "incorporates current thinking on validity and testing 
research ... and it provides a practical way of implementing a theory" (personal interview 
2000a). They also point out that where language testing researchers of the past defined 
validity partly in terms of reliability the Bachman and Palmer (1996) framework looks at the 
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broader issues of validity: " ... steers research away from reliability being the validity of the 
test" (personal interview 2000). 
This chapter has provided substantial information that supports the rationale for how 
the EPT (99) will be evaluated and shows that the plan or process is both conceptual and 
empirical. The following research questions will be examined to see whether the EPT (99) 
has been useful in placing students into the IEP: 
1. Is the EPT (99) a reliable tool in placing students in the IEP? 
2. Does the empirical analysis provide construct validity evidence for the EPT (99)? 
3. How far is the EPT (99) similar to authentic tasks in the target language use (TLU) 
domain? 
4. To what extent is the EPT (99) interactive in the test tasks? 
5. What would be the impact on individuals (test takers & instructors), the IEP and the 
University when the EPT (99) is used? 
6. Is the EPT (99) practical to carry out? 
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter will begin with of a description of the subjects used in this study and it 
will be followed by a description of the materials and the procedure used to collect the data. 
The chapter will conclude with a brief account of how the data was analyzed. 
Subjects 
The subjects were 527 new entrants to the Faculty of Arts. These students come from 
all parts of Sri Lanka, so there is a mix of rural and urban. This number includes both male 
and female. Their ages range from 20-30. All of them have either Sinhala or Tamil as their 
first language and on average have at least 1 0 years of instruction in English as a Second 
Language. This instruction could either be in a public or private school setting. The quality 
and quantity of instruction would differ depending on where the student studied. It was 
possible to obtain the exact number of male /female subjects or SinhalaiTamil medium or 
even the distribution over the districts in the island. However since that was not the focus of 
this study the subjects are described quite generally because this is a typical sample of the 
type of student that enters the Arts Faculty, University of Colombo. 
Other individuals considered important to this study are the IEP director, the EPT 
(99) developer and the instructors who taught in the IEP. 
Materials and Procedure 
A copy of the EPT (99) paper was brought back from Sri Lanka for this study. The 
paper consists of eight parts that cover grammar, reading and writing. Parts 1-3 require 
students to use their grammatical knowledge about verbs, articles and prepositions to fill in 
the blanks. Each of these parts has 10 blanks worth 10 points. Part 4 consists of writing two 
types of question forms (yes/no and information) to match the given answer (sentence). 
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There are five sentences and are worth 2 points each for a total of 10 points. This Part 
provides an example for test takers to follow. Parts 5 and 6 assess particular skills required 
for reading. Part 5 has 10 questions that require a single word or phrase answer that is worth 
1 point. Part 6 needs intensive reading on the part of the test taker and so is worth 20 points. 
Part 7 also requires reading but the focus of assessment is writing. It is worth 10 points and 
the points are given for using the correct format (textual organization) of letter writing, 
grammar and vocabulary. Part 8 is a composition and is worth 20 points. The points are 
assigned according to a criterion-referenced scale. Features of language ability define the 
scale level and each level shows the degree of mastery of the language ability. The maximum 
score possible for the EPT (99) is 100 and a score of 70 or better is reason for exemption 
from the IEP. See Appendix A. 
527 EPT (99) scores were obtained from the Dept of English 9 months after the test 
was administered at the Faculty of Arts, University of Colombo. Prior permission was 
obtained from the Dept. for this study because test scores are considered confidential 
property of any university. The scores were sent electronically via email. The data were 
originally received in Microsoft Word for Windows 97 but later converted into Microsoft 
Excel for Windows 97 to make analysis easier. 
It was also necessary to get feedback from the Instructors who taught on the Intensive 
English Program about placement of students. So a questionnaire was designed with 11 
questions that covered the components of the test paper. The response format used was a 4 
point Likert type rating scale. The purpose in using a rating scale was to obtain specific 
responses, which could also be quantified. At the same time since this would restrict the 
range of responses, a comments section was included to overcome that limitation. A covering 
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letter was sent along with the questionnaires to explain to the instructors the purpose of the 
questions and for them to take a concentrated effort in answering them. A total of 19 
instructors taught on the Intensive English Program, but only 15 completed the 
questionnaires. See Appendix B. 
The next stage was an email interview with the Intensive English Program director. 
Specific questions regarding the program's rationale, syllabus, lesson material etc. were sent, 
to which the director replied. 
Perhaps the most helpful factor in this study was that the test developer was easily 
accessible by telephone (at the University of Michigan). Throughout the study she was 
constantly asked to clarify information regarding the test. The test developer was formally 
interviewed by telephone regarding the usefulness of the EPT (99). The interview was based 
on the logical questions for evaluation outlined by Bachman and Palmer (1996). See 
Appendix E. The interview was tape recorded so that it would be easy to quote the test 
developer when using information from her interview. 
Data Analysis 
Since the data set was large and required more than basic descriptive statistics the test 
scores were analyzed using Microsoft SPSS 95. There are three basic strategies used to 
estimate reliability. They are test-retest, equivalent forms and internal consistency reliability. 
Interrater reliability is basically a variation of the equivalent-forms type of reliability and 
intrarater reliability is closely related to test-retest reliability ( Brown 1996 p.203-206). Of 
the three strategies, internal consistency reliability was the only option because it has the 
advantage of estimating the reliability with only one form and one administration of the test 
and the interrater scores were anyway not available for calculation. 
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For this purpose Cronbach Alpha was chosen. As Borg and Gall (1989) explain: 
"Cronbach's Coefficient Alpha is a general form of the K-R 20 formula that can be used 
when items are not scored dichotomously. For example, some multiple choice tests and essay 
tests include items that have several possible answers each of which is given a different 
weight. In this case, Alpha is the appropriate method for computing reliability" (p.261). The 
EPT (99) does have items (within Parts) that are scored 0-1 (dichotomously) but the Parts 
themselves as a whole are polychotomous (0-20 in Parts 6 & 8 and 0-10 in the rest). 
To provide construct validity for the test, the test purpose, tasks in the TLU domain, 
characteristics of test takers, and the construct that is to be measured was described using 
information obtained from the interview with the test developer. In addition test scores were 
supposed to be compared with the instructor questionnaires to establish how well students 
were placed into the Intensive English Program but the information received could not be 
correlated due to lack of certain data. However the comments yielded some interesting 
information that is relevant to the construct of the test as well as the impact. 
Inferences were made about TLU tasks by examining their characteristics: setting, 
test rubric, input, expected response and relationship between input and response (Bachman 
1990), as well as the characteristics of test takers as described by the EPT (99) developer 
to establish authenticity of the test. 
The interviews with the EPT (99) developer and the Intensive English Program 
developer both provided information about the language knowledge, metacognitive 
strategies, topical knowledge, personal characteristics and affective schemata of test takers in 
executing test tasks. This knowledge was used to determine the level of interactiveness 
of the test. 
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Information regarding the tests' placement of students and how that placement affects 
the university system and subsequently the consequences it may have on society was gleaned 
from the interview with the EPT (99) developer, Intensive English Program developer 
and the comments from the Instructor questionnaires. This information was then applied 
to evaluate the potential impact of the test. 
The EPT (99) developer during her interview was able to clearly state the available 
resources in the Dept. for test development and administration. This information was 
utilized to judge the practicality of the test. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter will present the findings of the data that was analyzed in two parts. The 
first part consists of descriptive statistics of the EPT (99) scores. The purpose of describing 
the results of test scores both statistically and graphically is to provide a picture of how 
students did on the test. The second part consists of findings relevant to the research 
questions that were posed in Chapter 2 of this study. 
Table 1 below provides information of overall student performance on the test 
together with overall student performance on each part of the test 
Table 1. Overall student performance on EPT (99) 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 PartS Part 6 Part 7 PartS Total 
n 527 527 527 527 527 527 527 527 527 
Mean 3.1 8.2 4.6 4.2 4.6 11.4 4.0 5.1 45.8 
Median 3.0 9.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 11.0 4.0 5.0 45.0 
Mode 3.0 10.0 5.0 1.0 00 11.0 3.0 2.0 40 
Midpoint 5 4.5 5 5 5 10 5 9 47 
Max 10 10 10 10 10 20 10 19 97 
Score 
Range 11 10 11 11 11 21 11 20 95 
Std. Dev. 2.1 1.8 2.2 2.9 2.8 3.9 2.5 4.0 17.8 
Variance 4.4 3.4 4.9 8.7 8.2 15.2 6.2 16.1 318.5 
Since the EPT (99) is a tool expected to distribute students according to their 
language abilities the test should have a fair amount of dispersion. Statistically the degree to 
which the mean, median, mode and midpoint coincide is an indication of a normal 
distribution: "All four of these estimates should be somewhere near the center or middle if a 
distribution is normal. In fact in a perfectly normal distribution, all four indicators of central 
tendency would fall on exactly the same score value ... " (Brown 1996 p.128). 
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Although the four indicators of central tendency for the total score are not exactly the 
same, they range from 40-47 and can be considered close from a statistical sense. Though it 
is not an ideal normal distribution, visual inspection of the test scores shows them to be fairly 
well dispersed in the shape of a bell curve. Brown (1996) also states that this should occur if 
the test is norm-referenced and the numbers of the students are sufficiently large. Figure 1 
shows the EPT (99) to be both. 
Another predictor of dispersion the range although a useful estimate is affected by 
outliers in the scores. Therefore standard deviation is usually considered a much stronger 
measure of dispersion. The median of the EPT (99) is 45 indicating that by definition 50% of 
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Figure 1. EPT (99) Total Score Distribution 
Std. Dev = 17.84 
Mean = 45.8 
N = 527.0.0. 
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the scores should fall above and 50% should fall below that score. A normal distribution 
means that approximately 34 % of the scores should fall within one standard deviation on 
either side on the mean (plus or minus). With the standard deviation of the EPT (99) scores at 
17.8, one standard deviation below at 27.2 contains 195 scores and above is 62.8 with 181 
scores. So that is 37% of the test scores below and 34% above. Next it has been shown that 
14% of the test scores should fall within the next two standard deviations. At 9.4 (below) and 
80.6 (above) there arel5% of the scores and 10% of the scores respectively. This accounts 
for 96 % of the test scores in the distribution. Again statistically it is not perfect but still very 
close enough to be considered a normal distribution for the EPT (99). See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. EPT (99) Standard Deviation 
Std. Dev = 17.84 
Mean = 45.8 
N = 527.00 
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Using the same method of analysis the following can be said about the individual 
parts of the test: Parts 1,3 and 6 have a normal distribution because the mean, median, mode 
and midpoint almost coincide. This suggests that they are good items for the purpose of this 
test as they spread or distribute the students according to their language ability. Part 2 and 
Part 8 respectively are positively and negatively skewed. See Appendix F for a graphical 
representation of these individual parts in support of the above information. 
To establish how each part of the test contributes to the overall distribution oftest 
scores or to see how well these individual parts go together in dispersing the scores the 
correlation coefficient was calculated. For a perfectly direct positive correlation between the 
individual parts the value should be close to + 1.0. 
The correlation is strong among all Parts of the test indicating that they go well 
together as a test, contributing something to the total test. At the same time the correlation 
between the Parts range from .40 to .70 which suggests that there is no serious overlap since 
the Parts are measuring different language abilities. For a matrix of the correlation 
coefficients see Appendix G. In the matrix Q6 and Q8 seem to have a higher correlation 
overall with the total and this is due to the fact that they are scored on a higher scale (1-20) 
whereas the other questions are scored lower (1-10). 
Reliability 
The first research question deals with calculating the reliability of the EPT (99). For 
the reliability analysis, the internal consistency was estimated by obtaining a Cronbach alpha 
value. In addition to a statistical estimate of reliability, the answers by the test developer to 
the logical questions posed by Bachman and Palmer (1996 p.150) were also used to evaluate 
qualities that would affect the consistency of the test scores of the EPT (99). 
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Like the correlation coefficient the reliability coefficient value can be as high as + 1.0 
for a perfectly reliable test. The EPT (99) has an alpha value of .84 that makes the EPT (99) 
highly reliable. This means that the test scores are 84% consistent or reliable with 16% due to 
measurement error. In other words 84% ofthe observed variance is due to true differences 
among the sample of students and 16% is because of variance that is unrelated to the purpose 
of the test, i.e., extraneous sources. 
Table 2 shows the test developer's answers to the evaluation ofEPT (99) reliability. 
The questions move systematically through the major aspects oftest design that affect 
consistency oftest scores. The third column provides the test developers answers from which 
it is possible to say that in each case the quality was completely satisfied. 
Table 2. Questions for logical evaluation of reliability 
Questions for logical evaluation Extent to Test Developer's explanation of how 
of reliability which quality the quality is satisfied 
is satisfied. 
1. To what extent do characteristics of the Quality Characteristics of the test setting never 
test setting vary in an unmotivated way completely vary. The test is always in the same place, 
from one administration of the test to satisfied at the same time and under the same 
another? prevailing conditions. 
2. To what extent do characteristics of the Quality Characteristics of the test rubric do not 
test rubric vary in an unmotivated way completely vary in an unmotivated way. 
from one part of the test to another, or on satisfied 
different forms of the test? 
3. To what extent do characteristics of the Quality Characteristics of the input vary in a 
test input vary in an unmotivated way from completely motivated way to satisfy the construct. 
one part of the test to another, or on satisfied 
different forms of the test? 
4. To what extent do characteristics of the Quality Characteristics ofthe response vary in a 
expected response vary in an unmotivated completely motivated way to satisfy the construct -
way from one part of the test to another, or satisfied Part 4 test takers are expected to write 
on different forms of the test? complete sentences whereas Parts 1-3 
require one/two word answers. 
5. To what extent do characteristics of the Quality Characteristics ofthe relationship 
relationship between input and response completely between input and response do not vary 
vary in an unmotivated way from one part satisfied from one part of the test to another unless 
of the test to another, or on different forms test takers did not understand instructions 
of the test? because of low language abilgy. 
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Construct Validity 
The second research question required evidence of construct validity of the EPT (99). 
This was investigated by asking the EPT (99) developer to state the purpose of the test and to 
clearly define the construct being measured. Since inferences were being made about the test 
takers' language ability, the EPT (99) developer was also asked to furnish characteristics of 
the potential test takers. The findings are described below. 
According to the test developer the specific purpose of the EPT (99) is to gauge 
language ability (since previous ESL instruction is so wide and varied) and then based on 
that to place students into the different levels of the Intensive English Program. She says 
" ... be able to match our profile or our sort of hypothetical profile with the students coming in 
and put them into the right level ... " (personal communication 2000) 
The construct of the test intends to measure grammatical ability, specially the verb 
tenses, articles, prepositions and question forms. The EPT (99) developer endorses this as she 
said, " ... these are regarded as the core of the grammar of English" (personal 
communication 2000). Since reading encompasses a wide range of rhetorical forms such as 
bus schedules, train timetables, classified advertisements, short passages to long articles 
students should be able to recognize these features and apply reading skills required for any 
undergraduate like scanning, skimming, comprehension, inferring and vocabulary study. It 
also measures the ability to transfer information and use organizational knowledge to 
complete written tasks in a target language situation and finally the ability to display 
grammatical knowledge in a task that is not solely structure-based. 
However the construct does not include the oral and aural abilities despite the fact 
that they are part of the IEP. The IEP syllabus was developed (around a set of reading 
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passages that dealt with a single theme) to teach specific components of language like 
grammar, composition, reading, vocabulary, speech and listening that were intellectually and 
experientially defined. The IEP director says, " ... it would not do just one thing in language 
terms but lead them to handle different kinds of experience ... hoping that this will enable 
them to relate to and experience the language as a living thing which they could also enjoy" 
(personal communication 1999). The current needs of students stress the use of language in a 
more functional sense and even when the IEP director was pushing towards functional 
grammar, the EPT (99) developer quite rightly felt that students still required structured 
grammar on which to base their learning. Yet she overlooks making inferences about oral 
and aural abilities. 
In identifying the TLUs they generalize to both the instructional as well as the real-
life domain of university entrants. The IEP syllabus was closely followed in selecting test 
tasks that correspond to the TLU tasks. Language elements like grammar exercises are 
embedded in the lesson material. Reading tasks that students do in the IEP require scanning 
skimming, comprehension, inferring and vocabulary study. This type of task is directly 
relevant to students even after leaving the instructional setting; corresponds to the type of 
task that students have to do in their other courses. The writing tasks incorporate both what 
students need while in university as well as once they leave. For example an essay that 
displays organizational, grammatical, textual, pragmatic, functional and sociolinguistical 
knowledge or writing a covering/business letter with the proper organization, pragmatic and 
functional language. Again what is noticeable is that the oral and aural tasks were 
overlooked. See Appendix C for a summary ofTLU tasks. 
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The EPT (99) developer described the personal characteristics, topical knowledge and 
affective schemata of the test takers in the following manner. Most of them are between the 
ages of20 and 25. There are more females than males, and ethnically they are either Sinhala 
or Tamil and come from a Sinhala or Tamil medium education (majority Sinhala). They have 
gained entrance after succeeding at the Advanced Level Examination. Given the wide 
disparity in the quality of education and the fact that they are students of liberal arts their 
topical knowledge is diverse. According to the EPT (99) developer the responses to the test 
tasks could be influenced based on the following affective facts: although many of them have 
sat for English tests, the quantity and qualities of these tests differ from school district to 
district. The last major English exam was the Ordinary Level Examination (not perceived as 
high stakes) more than four years before university entrance. Also the English Placement 
Test is the very first university examination that these students face in the university even 
before they chose their courses for the semester. To this is added the knowledge that without 
proficiency in English their degree will not get them ajob at the end of their university 
education. 
The students' English language ability could range from extremely low to native like. 
Using Bachman's (1990, quoted in Bachman and Palmer 1996) framework the language 
ability of the students was described in the following manner: Grammar knowledge is 
perhaps the strongest overall. Every student would have some knowledge of vocabulary and 
or syntax and or phonology and or graphology. Textual knowledge, which is involved in 
producing or comprehending texts, is more focused on written than spoken. Even then this is 
low because there is little indication that the Sri Lankan school system teaches cohesive or 
rhetorical organization. Under Pragmatic knowledge, functional knowledge is limited to 
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ideational, manipulative and heuristic which is easily transferable even from the L 1. 
Sociolinguistic knowledge is mostly simple Sri Lankan English within. registers, natural 
expressions and cultural references. 
The instructor questionnaires although not well founded due to the lack of concrete 
data, show a correlation that points to the fact that the EPT (99) does place students 
according to their grammatical, reading and writing ability. Most of the instructors who 
usually teach in the lower levels indicated a 3 or 2 on the scale while some of the instructors 
who taught at the higher levels indicated a 3 or 4 when describing their students. 
The test developer's answers to the logical evaluation of construct validity are 
presented in Table 3. These responses as well as the findings above show that the relationship 
between the construct definition and the test tasks are only fairly or partially satisfied. Also 
the task characteristics show that though test takers are given an equal opportunity to perform 
at their best, their topical knowledge, language ability and affective factors may influence 
their performance. 
Authenticity 
The third question of authenticity of the EPT (99) was established by looking at the 
degree of correspondence between characteristics ofTLU task/test tasks and characteristics 
of language users with those of test takers. Since the language users illustrated above in the 
construct are the same potential test takers in this situation, their language characteristics are 
more or less the same and so will not be described here again. The task characteristics were 
examined in terms of the setting, input, expected response and relationship between input and 
expected response as suggested by Bachman Palmer (1996). The TLU task characteristics 
are summarized in Appendix C and the test task characteristics are analyzed in Appendix D. 
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Table 3. Questions for logical evaluation of construct validity 
Questions for logical evaluation of Extent to Test developer's explanation of how the 
construct validity which quality quality is satisfied 
is satisfied 
6. Is the language ability construct for this Fairly satisfied The language ability construct is clearly 
test clearly and unambiguously defined? and unambiguously defined as far as 
reading and writing are concerned. 
However the IEP syllabus and the TLU 
domain includes speech and listening 
which is not part of the test. 
7. Is the language ability construct for the Fairly satisfied The construct defines language ability in 
test relevant to the purpose of the test? reading, writing, speech and listening 
which is relevant to the purpose of the test 
but the test does not measure the last two. 
8. To what extent does the test task reflect Partially The test tasks cover grammar, writing and 
the construct definition? satisfied reading. However the oral and aural 
abilities are left out. 
9. To what extent do the scoring procedure Fairly satisfied There is a distribution of 1 point per 
reflect the construct definition? question in each part except part 6 and 8, 
that reflects the construct definition. 
However Part 4 reduces points for 
spelling which is not included in 
construct. 
10. Will the scores obtained from the test Fairly satisfied The scores obtained will be used directly 
help us to make the desired interpretations to help teachers make the desired 
about test takers' language ability? interpretations about test takers' language 
ability in reading and writing but not in 
speech and listening. 
11. What characteristics of the test setting To some extent. All test takers should be equally 
are likely to cause different test takers to comfortable in the physical setting, but 
perform differently? the fact that this is the first university test 
may make test takers perform differently. 
Also test takers with very basic level 
language knowledge may not be familiar 
with language knowledge above their 
ability. 
12. What characteristics of the test rubric To some extent. Instructions and simple questions may be 
are likely to cause different test takers to difficult for very basic test takers. 
perform differently? 
13. What characteristics of the test input To some extent. More experienced test takers of language 
are likely to cause different test takers to tests as well as those who have greater 
perform differently? topical, rhetorical and grammatical 
knowledge could perform better. 
14. What characteristics of the expected Very little. Expected responses may vary from one 
response are likely to cause different test individual to another, however, no 
takers to perform differently? characteristics of the expected response 
causes systematic bias. 
15. What characteristics of the relationship None The relationship between input and 
between input and response are likely to response are very direct, so it should not 
cause different test takers to perform cause different test takers to perform 
differently? differently. 
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Comparing tasks revealed the following: variation occurs in the characteristics of the 
rubric and the input. In TLU tasks there is the possibility of teacher discussion in instructions 
or even aural explanation of the input. This is not found in the test task. The only instruction 
or aural explanation would be about test procedures or regarding test administration and 
would have nothing to do with the test tasks itself. Another point at which there is a 
difference is in the duration of the tasks and the degree of speededness. The test situation 
unlike the TLU tasks stipulates a limited time, which affects both duration and speededness. 
At the same time it has to be mentioned that the TLU domains both have oral/aural tasks and 
that these are completely left out when describing the TLU tasks. The test developer's 
answers to the logical questions evaluating the authenticity of the EPT (99) in Table 4 show 
that the test tasks completely satisfy the extent to which the tasks in the TLU domain include 
descriptions of setting input ... etc. It can also be said that there is only a fair correspondence 
between the characteristics of the test tasks and the TLU tasks because the EPT (99) leaves 
out oral/aural test tasks that are part of the TLU domains. 
Table 4. Questions for logical evaluation of authenticity 
Questions for logical evaluation of Extent to Test developer's explanation of how the 
authenticity which quality quality is satisfied 
is satisfied 
16. To what extent does the description of Complete The description of tasks in the TLU 
tasks in the TLU domain include domain includes information about the 
information about the setting, input, setting, input, expected response, and 
expected response, and relationship relationship between input and response. 
between input and response? 
17. To what extent do the characteristics Fair Although speech and listening tasks have 
of the test task correspond to those ofTLU correspondence not been included the other test tasks are 
tasks? similar to those in the TLU tasks as 
defined by the construct. 
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Table 5 summarizes the comparisons of the TLU tasks and test tasks, which help to 
see the degree of correspondence between the tasks and leads to understanding the 
authenticity of the EPT (99). Although it was said that the only variation that occurred in the 
TLU tasks (grammar, writing and reading) and test tasks was in the characteristics of the 
input and rubric, it would not be possible to say that the other characteristics remain exactly 
the same. This is especially so when the TLUs are being compared to test tasks. For example 
the test task input may be grammatically and syntactically less complex than those in the 
TLU tasks. Then in providing responses language users in TLU situations may use more 
specific vocabulary (if the task is subject specific) and provide unspeeded, extended language 
whereas in the test tasks the vocabulary is more general and it would have to be fairly 
speeded and somewhat limited. 
Interactiveness 
Research question four, interactiveness between test taker characteristics and the test 
tasks of the EPT (99) was investigated by asking the EPT (99) developer to explain how the 
test taker characteristics are involved in the test tasks. In other words to execute test tasks, 
how test takers engage their language ability (language knowledge, strategic competence or 
metacognitive strategies), topical knowledge and affective schemata in the test tasks. It was 
found that the test tasks presuppose a certain amount of knowledge about the test takers 
(language users) like their English knowledge is heavily grammar based or that they would 
be more familiar with a dictionary than a telephone directory (because not everyone has a 
telephone in Sri Lanka). Evidence for this can be found in Appendix A where the EPT (99) 
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Table 5. Summary of comparisons ofTLU and test tasks 
TLU Tasks Test Tasks 
Characteristics of rubric: Oral instructions, discussion Written instructions only. 
instructions, sequence to activate schema for the task. Oral instructions limited to 
and duration. test administration. 
Duration is limited so a of 
speededness degree is 
required. 
Characteristics of input: Both visual and oral. Only visual. 
format, length and type. 
Characteristics of Grammatically, textually Maybe grammatically and 
input language: and sociolinguistic ally syntactically less complex. 
complex or simple. more complex 
grammatical, textual 
and sociolinguistic. 
Characteristics of response: More or less the same Test tasks dictate the 
format, length and type. as test tasks but length required length and type. 
and type may vary 
Characteristics of Grammatically and textually Grammatically and textually 
response language: simple. Use of both formal simple. 
grammatical, textual and informal registers. 
and sociolinguistic. 
Relationship between input Mostly non-reciprocal Non-reciprocal, direct and 
and expected response: direct and indirect, consists indirect, consists of both 
reactivity, scope and of both broad and narrow broad and narrow scope 
directness scope. 
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tries to address the various educational, cultural backgrounds, ages and needs of the typical 
test taker. For example Parts 1-3 are discrete point grammar exercises, Part 5 uses a 
dictionary page, and Parts 8 is a writing activity where the content has been designed to 
promote a positive response from the test takers when executing this task. The degree of 
interactiveness of the EPT (99) is described in more detail below. 
Looking at test taker language ability, it is very much grammar based. In the test 
tasks, input as well as the response requires the use of grammatical knowledge but only an 
awareness of some basic textual knowledge (written). The pragmatic knowledge that is 
required for the purpose of processing the input and formulating a response is more 
functional than sociolinguistic, which corresponds to their knowledge. 
Since topical knowledge is so wide and varied the test tasks have incorporated only 
what is considered common (or not common) to all. For example using a dictionary, reading 
an ad for a computer course and writing a letter of inquiry, a composition about future hopes 
or past experiences or a reading passage about how names are given in Chinese. It is 
possible that the test might evoke an affective response from some students based on the 
facts that were presented in the construct definition. In addition some of the individual test 
tasks might seem overwhelming to weak language ability students because they involve 
extended and longer texts (either in the input or in the response). In identifying the language 
ability of the test takers/language users, strategic competence is expected to be interactive 
since it is the link between language ability and the TLU tasks/test tasks. There are explicit 
instructions in the test tasks that will help test takers to utilize their metacognitive strategies 
to process the tasks. 
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Even the test developer's answers to the logical evaluation of interactiveness in 
column three of Table 6 shows that characteristics of the test taker/language user are 
involved to some extent. 
Table 6. Questions for logical evaluation of interactiveness 
Questions for logical evaluation of Extent to Test developer's explanation of how the 
interactiveness which quality quality is satisfied 
is satisfied 
18. To what extent does the task Some extent Test tasks presupposes some English 
presuppose the appropriate area or level of language knowledge as well as some 
topical knowledge, and to what extent can topical knowledge but this would depend 
we expect the test takers to have this area on the quality and quantity of education. 
or level of topical knowledge? 
19. To what extent are the personal Included in Information on general personal 
characteristics of the test takers included in some detail. characteristics needed to design 
the design statement? appropriate test tasks is included in the 
design statement. 
20. To what extent are the characteristics Somewhat The test tries to address the various 
of the test tasks suitable for test takers with satisfied. educational, cultural backgrounds, ages 
the specified personal characteristics? and needs of the typical test taker. 
21. Does the processing required in the Fairly wide The processing of the test tasks involve 
test task involve a very narrow range or a range. all areas of language knowledge, both 
wide range of areas of language organizational (grammatical and textual) 
knowledge? and some understanding of pragmatic 
(functional and sociolinguistics) 
knowledge. The responses expected 
require only a narrow range of language 
knowledge for all parts except 7 and 8. 
22. What language functions other than the Heuristic, Test takers express heuristic and 
simple demonstration of language ability, sociolinguistic sociolinguistic functions to work out 
are involved in processing the input and solutions in the process of taking the test. 
formulating a response? 
23. To what extent are the test tasks None. Test takers are able to answer each 
interdependent? question without depending on the other 
answers to the questions. 
24. How much opportunity for strategy Some. Explicit instructions (and the use of 
involvement is provided? examples only in Part 4) will help test 
takers to utilize metacognitive strategies 
to process the test task; Test takers are 
given enough time to finish the test, and 
by being able to choose which order they 
finish the tasks. 
25. Is this test task likely to evoke an Possibly. Some test tasks involve extended longer 
affective response that would make it reading passages and test takers may feel 
relatively easy or difficult for the test overwhelmed and intimidated by the 
takers to perform at their best? amount of words on a page. 
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Impact 
Research question five deals with the impact of the EPT (99). This question was 
looked into by asking the EPT(99) developer to speculate on the consequences of using this 
test. In addition the instructors in the IEP were asked to provide information about the 
placement of test takers, that is whether the instructors felt that the EPT (99) had placed or 
misplaced some of the students in their classes. It was found that students are not directly 
involved in the designing and development stages of the test, because information about test 
takers is acquired from previous groups of students entering the university. Also test takers 
are not informed about the purpose of the test or the procedures and criteria that are used in 
making decisions about placement; nevertheless they are uniformly applied to all test takers. 
Although students are given feedback in the form of placement which is somewhat complete 
and meaningful it is still not qualitative. 
The EPT (99) developer says, " The feedback helps test takers know their appropriate 
level of language but the type of feedback is limited ... for example they don't know how 
much reading or writing ability that is .... " (personal communication 2000). However the 
experience of taking the test gives them an idea of the TLU situations they would encounter 
and urges them to study more. 
The EPT (99) developer pointed out that by appropriately placing students, the IEP 
would be able to address the language needs of the students. The feedback from the instructor 
questionnaires was supposed to be correlated with student placement, but lack of concrete 
information did not allow for this. Yet it was possible to see a relationship between some of 
their responses and the placement of students. For example the instructors teaching the lower 
level classes indicated a 3 or 2 and the instructors teaching at the higher levels indicated 3 or 
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4 on the Likert scale when describing their students. So it would be possible to say that 
overall the instructors felt that the EPT (99) properly placed students into the different levels. 
However the test was found not very consistent with the IEP teaching/learning 
activities or the materials because the test leaves out oral and aural language abilities, which 
are part of the IEP. In support of this, comments from the instructor questionnaires revealed 
that the EPT (99) did not assess oral and aural abilities of the test takers in placing them in 
the various classes there by alluding to the fact that the EPT (99) negatively affects the IEP: 
"The students' listening and speaking skills are not tested" 
"It (the test) should have carried a question on checking their speech ability ... the ability of 
listening too is important as they are taught listening skills ... " 
The EPT (99) developer also speculated that if the test did not place students 
accordingly into the IEP, it would have an effect on the university system. As defined in the 
construct, the TLU situations are not limited to the instructional domain of the IEP but also 
extend to the real life domain within and around the university educational system. The EPT 
(99) developer pointed out that a personal knowledge of the system helped in developing a 
test that did not conflict with the values and goals of university education. She also went onto 
say that if the test misplaced students, in the long run it would affect society at large because 
the graduates from the Arts Faculty would be substandard. 
In using this test this way, the positive consequences are that teachers have 
information of students' language ability of grammar, reading and writing. The negative 
consequences are that there is no knowledge of the students' oral and aural abilities. The test 
developer's answers to the logical evaluation of impact in column three of Table 7 reiterate 
the information that was discussed above with regard to the impact of using the EPT (99). 
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The answers range from highly appropriate to not at all with some answers indicating a 
quality that is between these two ranges. Therefore they illustrate the extent to which the 
quality is satisfied is neither positive nor negative. 
Table 7. Questions for logical evaluation of impact 
Questions for logical evaluation of Extent to Test developer's explanation of how the 
impact which quality quality is satisfied 
is satisfied 
26. To what extent might the experience To a certain Taking the test may urge test takers 
of taking the test or the feedback received extent. positively to study more by letting them 
affect characteristics of test takers that know their weakness in the target 
pertain to language use (e.g. topical language use. 
knowledge, perception of the target 
language use situation, areas of language 
knowledge, and use of strategies)? 
27. What provisions are there for None. Test takers are not directly involved. The 
involving test takers directly or for only information that is obtained is from 
collecting and utilizing feedback from test the previous group of students who 
takers, in the design and development of entered the university. 
the test? 
28. How relevant, complete, and Somewhat. The feedback (in the form of placement) 
meaningful is the feedback that is provided helps test takers know their appropriate 
to test takers? (Are the scores that are level and language knowledge, however 
reported meaningful? Is qualitative the nature of feedback is limited. 
feedback grovided? 
29. Are decision procedures and criteria Yes. All test takers follow the same procedures 
applied uniformly to all groups of test and are placed using the same criteria. 
takers? 
30. How relevant and appropriate are the Highly The scores are designed to be directly 
test scores to decisions to be made? appropriate. relevant and appropriate to the decisions 
to be made. 
3 1. Are test takers fully informed about Not really Test takers are not informed about the 
the procedures and criteria that will be purpose of the test and the construct being 
used in making decisions? measured. They are also not informed 
about the cut off mark that determines 
which class they will be placed in, nor are 
they informed about their exact scores. 
32. Are these procedures Yes. The administrators are given a cut off 
and criteria actually followed mark to place students and they are also 
in making the decisions? given an explanation of the purpose of the 
test and the construct it is intended to 
measure. On rare occasions students have 
asked to be moved into lower classes even 
though they may have been placed into a 
higher one by the IEP director. 
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Table 7 continued 
33. How consistent are the areas of Not very The language ability measured leaves out 
language ability to be measured with those consistent the oral and aural areas of language 
that are included in teaching materials? ability, which is included in the teaching 
materials of the IEP. 
Not very The characteristics of the test task are 
34. How consistent are the characteristics consistent based upon instructional tasks used in the 
of the test and test tasks with the IEP but the test leaves out the oral and 
characteristics of teaching and learning aural skills which are part of the program. 
activities? 
35. How consistent is the purpose of the Highly The test is developed to place students in 
test with the values and goals of society consistent the appropriate level. The appropriate 
and the education system? placement of students allows the program 
to effectively meet its student's needs, 
which in tum will meet the needs of the 
university system and then society. 
36. Are the interpretations we make of the Partially The test scores reflect only partial 
test scores consistent with the values and language ability of the construct 
goals of society and the education system? definition and in both education and 
society the goal is total language ability. 
37. To what extent do the values and goals Complete The values of the test developer coincide 
of the test developer coincide or conflict agreement with those of society and the educational 
with those of society and the education system. (A personal knowledge ofthe 
system? university system has helped the test 
developer in this aspect.) 
38. What are the potential consequences, Positive consequences are that the IEP 
both positive and negative, for society and will address some of the language needs 
the education system, of using the test in at the right level but some of the others 
this particular way? will jot be addressed and these will have 
consequences in educational as well as in 
society. 
39.Whats is the most desirable positive Students will be placed in the right levels 
consequence, or the best thing that could according to their language ability and 
happen, as a result of using the test in this will fit our hypothetical profile. Very 
particular way, and how likely is this to often this is the case, but there could be 
happen? some misplacement. 
40. What is the least desirable negative On rare occasions students' feel 
consequence, or the worst thing that could overwhelmed or unhappy in their 
happen, as a result of using the test in this placement and demand to be moved into 
particular way, and how likely is this to classes inappropriate for their level. 
happen? 
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Practicality 
The final research question is regarding the practicality of the EPT (99). This was 
investigated by asking the EPT (99) developer to review the human and material resources 
needed for the design, operationalization and administration stages of the EPT (99). It was 
discovered that at present the Dept of English is able to provide resources for all three stages 
but that there is only one person formally qualified in testing design and development. 
According to the EPT (99) developer the Dept of English needs to create a team. She says the 
team does not have to consist of personnel who have all had formal instruction in language 
assessment but some training that will enable them to make considerations in selecting, 
developing and evaluating tests for any stipulated use. This information is restated in Table 8. 
Table 8. Questions for logical evaluation of practicality 
Questions for logical evaluation of Extent to Test developer's explanation of how the 
practicality which quality quality is satisfied 
is sa tis fied 
41. What type and relative amounts of Human and material resources are needed 
resources are required for: (a) the design for all three stages. For the design and 
stage, (b) the operationalization stage, and operationalization stages, human 
(c) the administration stage? resources include a course director, a 
team of test writers, raters, and clerical 
support: material resources include space 
(office), equipment (computer, word 
processor, and copy machine), time (a 
portion of the normal work load for the 
director and test writers), and other test 
materials, such as adequate paper, pencils, 
and other supplies like chalk, etc.). For 
the administration stage, test proctors will 
be needed at the test site; and the test site 
should contain adequate desks and 
seating, lighting, fans etc. 
42. What resources will be available for Most resources are available for carrying 
carrying out (a), (b), and (c) above? out (a), (b), and (c)-However, only one 
person (the current test developer) has 
sufficient knowledge about test design. 
This is the one area that needs to be 
addressed. The Dept. has enough material 
and human resources for operationalizing 
and administering the test. 
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In order to have a complete picture of the qualities of test usefulness, Table 9 on provides a 
summary of the findings with regard to the EPT (99). The table presents the positive and 
negative characteristics found in evaluating this test. 
Table 9. Summary of qualities ofEPT (99) usefulness 
Quality Positive Characteristics Negative Characteristics 
Reliability High internal consistency Scorer reliability not 
No unmotivated variation available. 
between parts of the test or 
from one form to another. 
Construct Validity Test purpose clearly defined. Construct overlooks oral 
Follows IEP syllabus in measuring and aural language ability, 
grammatical, reading and writing integral parts of the IEP 
ability. 
Authenticity High degree of correspondence Oral and aural tasks not 
between TLUs and test tasks. included. 
Interactiveness Test tasks involve the limited Test tasks emphasize 
Textual/Pragmatic knowledge grammatical knowledge. 
and consider typical arts 
undergraduate topical knowledge. 
Impact Teachers are able to get information Teachers do not get 
about grammatical, reading and information about oral/aural 
writing ability. Students learn about abilities. Students are not 
TLU situations. directly involved in test 
development and are not 
given quality feedback. 
Practicality The Dept is able to provide Only one person formally 
resources for test design, qualified to develop tests. 
operation and administration. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter will summarize the answers to the research questions posed in the 
introduction and will make recommendations for the future use of the EPT (99). This chapter 
will also look at the limitations of this study and implications for future research. 
Summary of Answers to Research Questions 
The first question asks how reliable a tool the EPT (99) is in placing students into the 
IEP. The descriptive statistics showed"that this administration of the EPT (99) as a placement 
tool dispersed students fairly well. Evidence for this was a normal distribution (more 
graphically than statistically) along with the calculation of the standard deviation. 
Also the reliability of these scores is high because the reliability coefficient of .84 meant that 
these scores are 84% consistent-and that 16% was due to factors unrelated to true differences 
among the sample of students. In addition the factors that would affect the consistency of 
these scores have also been adequately satisfied according to Bachman and Palmer's (1996 
p.1S0) questions for evaluation. 
The second question is about the construct validity of the test. The purpose of the test 
is to make inferences about test taker's language ability in a functional sense and then to use 
that knowledge to place them into the IEP. The construct intends to measure grammatical 
ability, recognition of cohesive and rhetorical devices, reading strategies and the use of 
organizational knowledge in writing. These are reflected in the test and in designing the EPT 
(99), the test setting, characteristics of the test rubric, the input and the expected response 
have all taken test taker characteristics into consideration. However the construct which is 
based on the IEP syllabus does not include oral and aural abilities, integral parts of the IEP. 
Consequently the desired interpretations about test taker's language ability are limited to 
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grammatical, writing and reading as their oral and aural language abilities cannot be 
interpreted from the test scores obtained. 
The third question examines the degree of authenticity of the EPT (99). The 
characteristics of the TLU and the test tasks have a high degree of correspondence as far as 
the grammar, reading and writing are concerned. The authenticity of the EPT (99) is high 
because the TLU generalizes to both the instructional as well as real-life domain of the test 
takers and in selecting these tests tasks both these were closely followed. The only difference 
occurring here is the duration and speed of the tasks. However it has to be pointed out that 
the target language use domains (instructional as well as real-life) bot include oral/aural tasks 
that have been left out of the EPT (99). 
The fourth question relates to the extent and type of interaction that goes on between 
. the characteristics of the test taker and the test tasks in the EPT (99). Similar to the previous 
research question the level of interactiveness is relatively high because the TLU tasks 
correspond well with the test tasks as stated above. Furthermore the test tasks presuppose a 
certain amount of knowledge about the type of test taker that uses this test. In attempting to 
teach the language as a living instrument, to make it more functional, the tasks (either in the 
TLU or test) do not shy away from the structure base and take into account the limited 
Textual and Pragmatic knowledge. The topical knowledge is either common or not common 
to all the test takers/language users. Obviously the weaker language ability test taker will 
have more problems with the test than the better test taker. In addition it is acknowledged 
that their affective responses can be attributed to the socio-political situation of English in Sri 
Lanka. 
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The fifth question looks at the impact of the EPT (99). Test takers are not directly 
involved in the development stage of the test nor are they informed of the purpose of the test 
and the decisions and criteria used for placement. Their only feedback is by way of 
placement in the IEP. However the test enables them to gain an idea of the type of tasks in 
the target language they would encounter. Although the EPT (99) The test being inconsistent 
with the syllabus of the IEP (lack of oral and aural tasks) would affect the IEP (instructors, 
teaching material, activities etc.) and this in tum affects the university system as a whole and 
in the long run society. 
The sixth and final research question is concerning the practicality of the EPT (99). 
The Dept. of English is able to provide the resources need for all three stages: design, 
operationalization and administration. Although the Dept. has experienced personnel, only 
one person has obtained recent training in language assessment and is therefore qualified to 
guide development of tests. 
Recommendations for Future Use of the EPT (99) 
So, is the EPT (99) useful in measuring language ability and placement of new 
entrants into the IEP of the Arts Faculty? To answer this question I have to judge the overall 
usefulness of the EPT (99) in this particular setting based on the analyses of the individual 
qualities of test usefulness. Since the EPT (99) is a large-scale test used to make fairly 
important decisions about a large number of individuals the test would obviously need to 
have the highest possible levels of reliability and validity. They are crucial qualities of test 
usefulness in making inferences about student performances on a test: "Two of the qualities-
reliability and validity-are, however, critical for tests, and are sometimes referred to as 
essential measurement qualities. This is because these are the qualities that provide the major 
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justification for using test scores-numbers-as a basis for making inferences or decisions." 
(Bachman and Palmer 1996 p.19). At the same time the IEP is meant to help students learn 
language that is functional within the university setting (academic and nonacademic) and for 
eventually outside the university setting. So for this purpose it would be important that the 
authenticity of the test tasks also be at a high level. This is not to say that the other qualities 
are totally abandoned but that they should be complementary and the overall goal is to find 
an appropriate balance among the qualities of test usefulness. 
A lengthy, well designed test made up of items that assess similar language material 
and items that discriminate well, a test that is well centered and disperses the scores 
efficiently and administered to a group of students with a wide range of abilities will yield 
high reliability. The EPT (99) is very reliable because in addition to the high alpha score, it is 
well centered and has a normal distribution. Also it is a long and well-designed test (Parts 1, 
3 and 6 distribute the students well). The test is not designed to assess similar language 
ability since the construct defined is grammatical, reading and writing language ability and it 
is administered to students whose language abilities are widely varied. 
The validity of the EPT (99) is questionable. The main problem lies in the construct 
definition- although the construct measures certain language abilities it leaves out other 
abilities (oral and aural) which are integral parts of the IEP. It must also be remembered that 
the score interpretations generalize beyond the testing situation, to a particular TLU domain. 
In this case the TLU domain consists of both the instructional as well as real-life. In both 
domains oral and aural application is included in the target language use. As a result the 
interpretations made about the new entrants' language ability would be partially deficient. 
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The authenticity of the EPT (99) is perhaps the one quality of usefulness that 
contributes most to the overall usefulness of the test. There is a high degree of 
correspondence between the test tasks and the TLU tasks and the characteristics ofthe test 
takers and language users. Of the other test qualities the EPT (99) is also relatively more 
interactive because the test tasks presuppose a certain amount of knowledge about the tests 
takers. 
The impact of the test is not very positive. The feedback test takers get is not very 
informative. The educational system (the IEP and other courses in the university) is also 
affected by the construct leaving out the oral and aural language abilities. This in turn will 
affect society that views English language ability of graduates to include speaking and 
listening ability. 
In order to use this test again obviously the construct validity of the test has to 
improve and this can be done if the oral and aural abilities are included in the definition of 
the construct. This of course would lead to better interpretations of the test takers' language 
abilities. Endorsing the EPT (99) developers' comments, it would be considered impractical 
to include oral interviews or role-plays as a type of measurement of oral ability since the test 
deals with about 500 test takers on average, but it is still possible to create test tasks that 
somewhat correspond to those in the TLU domain. As Bachman and Palmer (1996) show, 
"In other circumstances, specific TLU task types in a given TLU domain may not be 
an appropriate place to begin to develop test tasks. We may then want to create original test 
task types whose characteristics nevertheless correspond in demonstrable ways to the 
distinctive characteristics ofTLU tasks" (p.177). 
It is also possible to make provisions to include a listening task because other testing 
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situations in the Dept. of English (the weekend employment in-service courses deal with 
even larger numbers of test takers) include listening tasks. 
By addressing these problems, they would in turn improve the interactiveness and 
make the impact of the EPT (99) more positive. The EPT (99) is very practical and would be 
more so if the Dept. trains more personnel for test development. 
Implications for Future Research 
This study about the usefulness of the EPT (99) was limited in several ways. The data 
for the study was not easily accessible because the study was not done on location. 
In order to get at information it was necessary for someone to take on the responsibility in the 
Dept. to provide the information. In a department that does not have enough personnel, this 
was found to be a problem because in addition to all the work (teaching, lesson preparation 
and administration) the staff was under pressure to provide this data. Also the staff did not 
feel the urgency or importance of providing the information simply because they were 
detached from the study, they could not see (literally) how the study was being done. 
Another obstacle was the fact that the EPT (99) took place a year ago. Although 
questionnaires were sent to the instructors with the hope of feedback, the responses could not 
be statistically correlated with the different classes because teachers even though they could 
remember their students, could not remember the classroom they taught in. Also the Dept. of 
English has more than three (pre-sessional) intensive English programs each year and has on 
going (in-sessional) English programs through out the year in addition to weekend 
employment or in-service courses. So the instructors teach a large number of students with 
various levels oflanguage ability. To get sound feedback about students, questionnaires 
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should be sent just after the completion of a course. This became obvious from some of the 
comments the instructors made in their questionnaires. 
"Sorry February 1999 is too distant a time period to give details -today (January 2000)" 
"Too far back to remember in detail" 
Wall et al. (1994) in their study also make reference to the timing of the 
questionnaire. In their case the questionnaires were given too early in the program to get 
sound feedback. They also question the appropriateness of using judgements of language 
teachers in validating the placement tests. They say" ... most tea~hers are used to dealing 
with heterogeneous classes and so are more likely to report that they can cope with their 
classes than otherwise." (Wall et a1.1994 p. 342). These problems need to be addressed if this 
study was to be done again or if a similar study were to be done. 
As it was stated in the introduction this study not only evaluates the usefulness of 
EPT (99) but also provides theoretical and practical direction in designing and developing 
other placement tests. The application of the present methodology in language assessment 
takes into account aspects of language tests that were overlooked for many years because 
tests were developed solely for their reliability and validity. These aspects (of authenticity, 
interactiveness, impact and practicality) are essential for not only making interpretations 
about test takers' language ability but also for understanding the potential consequences of 
using such tests. 
Finally I would like to comment on actually using Bachman and Palmer's model 
(Bachman and Palmer 1996) in this study. The model was useful because it helped to take 
into account the different aspects affecting tests. Without a guiding framework such as this it 
could have been possible to overlook some aspects in the process of evaluating the EPT (99). 
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For example in addition to the statistical calculations, using the five logical questions (about 
reliability) set out by Bachman and Palmer enhanced evaluating the reliability of the EPT 
(99). It showed that the test was not limited to interpreting test scores by statistical 
calculations, that there are other aspects that also need to be considered, that might affect the 
reliability. Quite rightly they say, " ... we believe it is essential to take a systemic view, 
considering tests as part of a societal or educational context"(Bachman and Palmer 1996 
p.19). While the framework is grounded in theoretical research in applied linguistics, it is 
also very practical. So in conclusion I would like to say that my overall opinion in using this 
model is very positive and would consider it useful to other researchers in their particular 
testing situations as well. 
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APPENDIX A 
ENGLISH PLACEMENT TEST-1999 
. NAME: 
.... 
REGISTRATION NO : 
.• 
UNIVERSITY OF COLOMBO 
. . 
. FACULTY OF AR1:S 
. ENGiISH PLACEMENT TEST -''FEBRUARY 1999·· 
2 '112' Hours ~. 
~.~ . 
. AnsW.~ ALL questio~ 
Write al1.your answers .on the qUestion paper 
.. . 
.FOR EXAMlliERS USE:'ONL Y 
Question 1 ..................... 
Question 2 .................. 
: 
Question 3 ................... 
Question 4 .................. 
Question 5 .. ~ ............. ~ ..... 
. " .. 
'. 
, 
Question .6 ................... 
Question 7 .................. 
Question 8 .................. 
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Ouestion 1 (10 marks) 
Fill in the b~anks with the correct form of-the verb given in brackets. 
. 0 1. Water ______ (freeze)atO ·C. 
2. 'SCientists (work) bard to find a cure for AIDS. 
3. All plants and animals (need) water to survive. 
4. The ~elephone. (invent) by Alexander Graharil Bell. 
5. ' The library (close) before I arrived. 
6, Ptolemy (be) one of the world's first cartographers. 
7. Sri Lanka (~ve) m?re than five governments since 1948. 
8. ,The young fruit of thejak tree (know) as polos. 
'9. Every stUdent _____ ~-.;...--(answer) the ques~on paper,right now. 
10. We (be) students of the Faculty of Arts. ' 
QueStion 2 (10 marks) 
Fill in the blames With a I an or the. 
1. Can you tum on _' ___ ' .... 'radio please? I want to listen to ____ ne,ws. 
2. This morning I Dought newspapei: and ~ __ magazine., _' __ _ 
newspaper is in'II!y bag, but I don't know where ' magazine is. 
3., My grandmother lives in old house in ' ____ middle of __ _ 
small town called Sirimalwatte. Her house has beautiful garden. 
Question 3 (10,marks) , 
, ,Fill in;the blanks with an appropriate prepOsition. ':-7 
. . .. ' . -.~: ..... - -- .-.-- .. -... 
\ 1. The Nile is the longest river the world. 
2. There were a lotofpeopie ' the concert last night. 
3. The English Department is, the first floor of the New Arts Building. 
, 4 . .ArC you coIIliIlg for the party alone, or, ' a 'friend? 
5., The pOlice are looking a man with a: scar on his face. 
6. Wbile we were away, thieves bad broken our house; 
7. I b.av~'t been to the Debiwela zoo many years. 
8. The picture: the wall is very beautiful. 
9. Kandy's newest hotel is situated. the banks of the Nfahaweli. 
10. Ozone consists ~e oxygen atoms. 
2-
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Question 4' (10 marks) . . 
. Make an Infomiation qUestlon and a YeslNo questio'o based on each of the 
statements given below. " , . 
.. 
Eg:' Seetha has two brothers. , 
How'!D.anybrothers dbes Seetha have? 
Does Seetha have two brothers? 
(information cD 
(YeslNo q) 
1. Kon Alriblan ~s the Secretary-General of the U~te~ Nati~. ' 
2. sri Lanka celebrated 50 years of!ndependenee in.1~~~ 
3. My brother is studying at Rahula Vidyalaya,~tugastota. , 
4. Radium was discovered by Marie Curie. 
-5. Chandana has seen Maname sixteentimes. ' 
.-
, Ouestion 5 (10 marks) " . 
Refer to the page taken from, a dictionary (given on, the, next page) to answer the 
" questions that follow.' . " ' ' 
3 
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• 
operational opportunism 
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Questions 
1. Who is an ophthalmologist? 
2. What is the adverb that is derived from operative? 
3, Where is Ophir? 
4 .. What colour are the flowers of the opium poppy? . 
S. How many meanings does the word 'opiate' have? 
6. What are the synonyms of the word 'opinion'? 
7. What is an opossum? 
8. What is an ophthalmoscope used for? 
9. What are the antonyms of the word 'opponent'? 
10'. In what year was Robert Oppenheimer born? 
Question 6 (20 marks) 
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below. 
The history of Chinese names can be traced back 6000 to 7000 years, as 
China's writing system was developing. Some of the ancient characters (letters) stili 
appear in Chinese names today, making them among the oldest in the world. 
Like the study of Cbinese history, any discussion of Chinese names must 
proceed backward, because the surname, or family name, comes first. Ofth~ 
thousands of Chinese sumames,.only .. about 4QO-are- COtnIIlo'n.,' aiidihandfu.l are 
very-commoid"or-exampie, it is estimated that 7.9 percent of Cbina's Han 
population, or some 80 million people, share the surname Li, also spelled Lee. 
More than 150' million people are named Wang or Zhang. In all, more than SS 
percent of China's Han people (some 600 million) share only 19 surnames. 
There is considerably more variation in first names, which may consist of 
one or two' characters. Some 3000' (of 10,000) Cbinese ch.aracters can be used, 
which gives parents nine million choices for two-character fiist names, In general, 
Chinese names express aspirations that parents have for therr children, such as 
acquisition ofwea1th. Other names consist of auspicious words, as if casting a 
protective spell on the child. For example, the late Cbainnan Mao's name, Zedong, . 
can be interpreted as "nurrure the East."· 
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Women are traditionally named after plants, fragrances, jade or fine 
textiles, but superstition and a preference for boys resulted in some country girls 
being given names such as Pandi or Dadi, which means "hope for a little brother." 
Politics also influences Chinese names. During China's tryst with the Soviet Union 
in thf 1950's, girls were given Russian names such as Nasha (for Natasha). During 
the Cultural Revolution countless newborns were called Hong (red). 
Foreign names are usually "translated" into Chinese, based on their sound. 
Bill Clinton is called Kelindun, and the fanner Governor of Hong Kong, Chris 
Patten, is called Peng Dingkang. Abraham Lincoln becomes Yabolahan linkeD, 
Napoleon is Napolun,and Yeltsin is Yeliqin. A non-Chinese person who wants a 
Chinese name can consult an English-Chinese dictionary of names, and find one 
that is closest to the English name in sound. 
(Adapted from The Reader's Digest) 
(1) How long ago did China's writing System develop? 
(2) When you write a Chinese name, which part cln you write first? 
(3) How many Chinese people have the surname L!,! 
(4) How many Chinese characters are available to u:;dce a new first name? 
(5) Generally. what do Chinese names me.~n? 
(6) Traditionally, what are women named a.fb.? 
(7) During the 1950's, why were many r::ru.,.,c:;c <:,01.,15 jive:n Russian names like Natasha? 
"-' -- --····~8}-Wh.at-dQes·the·Ghinese name..:Hong.~-'-l~:'-
(9) How are foreign names translated ; ':-:~'\Il'>":" 
(10) Give the Chinese names for eae:. ,',>, t~)(iI\,"("';~ ~ple : 
Bill Clinton 
Chris Patte:n 
Abraham Lincoln 
Yeltsin 
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( 11) Give the meaning of the following words, as they are used in the passage. 
Use the context to guess the meanings whenever possible. 
.. 
surname 
characters 
aspirations 
newborns 
fragrances 
(12) Giv~ this passage a title. 
Question 7 (10 marks) 
On the next page, you will see an advertisement for Computer courses. Use the 
space below to write a Jetter of inquiry"to this institution, asking how much the fees 
are and On which days classes are conducted for any ONE of the courses 
advertised. Please mention which course you are interested in. 
7 
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......... 
"" " . 
"" 8 ", 
Question 8 (20 marks) 
Write an eS,say on any ONE of the tOpics given below, 
a, My hOPes for 1999 
b. The GELT Course 
c. Pollution 
d: Election violence in Sri Lanka 
. " 
'. 
9' 
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APPENDIXB 
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
Placement of Students in the Intensive Course 
Arts FacuIty 1999 
Name ofInstructor: 
Class: 
Strongly Moderately Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class on 
1. their ability to use the correct form 2 3 4 
of the verb (agreement) in grammar 
exercises. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
2. placed students in my class 
on their ability to use the correct tense 2 3 4 
in grammar exercises. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class 
3. on their ability to use the correct 2 3 4 
article in grammar exercises. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class 
4. on their ability to use the correct 2 3 4 
prepositions in grammar exercises. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed student in my class 
5. on their ability to use the correct 2 3 4 
question form in grammar exercises. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
paced students in my class 
6. on their ability to scan a passage 2 3 4 
and locate the correct answers. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class 
7. on their ability to skim a passage 2 3 4 
and understand the main idea. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class 
8. on their ability to answer 2 3 4 
comprehension questions after 
intensive reading of a passage. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class 
9. on their ability to understand the 
meaning of unknown vocabulary 
from the context of a reading passage. 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
10. placed students in my class 
on their ability to write a 
simple business letter 
The Placement Test Feb 99 
placed students in my class 
11. on their ability to write a well 
organized composition that had 
content, correct use of vocabulary 
and grammar. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
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Moderately 
Disagree 
2 
2 
2 
Moderately 
Agree 
3 
3 
3 
Strongly 
Agree 
4 
4 
4 
12. Any other comments you would like to add about the Placement Test Feb 1999, its components, 
structure and effectiveness. 
Thank You 
Description of 
a task in TLU 
Characteristics 
ofTLU setting 
Characteristics 
of the TLU 
Rubric 
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APPENDIXC 
DESCRIPTION OF TLU TASKS TYPES 
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 
Fill in the Looking for Reading a Reading an 
blank grammar specific textbook advertisement 
exercises information in chapter for in the paper 
a dictionary, answering and writing a 
phone questions at the letter of inquiry 
directory, a end 
notice or ad. 
Location: Location: Location: Location: 
class, home, same as task 1. same as task 1. home, library. 
library. Usually Material: pen, Material: Usually quiet 
quiet but varied notebook, textbook, pen, but varied 
environmental dictionary. ad notebook. environmental 
surroundings. etc. Participants: surroundings. 
Material: Participants: teacher, Material: pen, 
book pen, teacher, classmates, advertisement, 
textbook or classmates, friends. paper. 
handout friends, family. Time: varies Participants: 
Participants: Time: varies friends, family, 
teacher, person who 
classmates. placed ad. 
Time: varies Time: varies. 
Instructions: Instructions: Instructions: Instructions: 
things which things which things which read ad, 
activate activate activate vocabulary, use 
schema for schema for schema for past 
grammar rules, finding a word reading (title, experience, 
teacher (alphabet, pictures activate 
discussion or headings, bold vocabulary, schema for 
prompt face words) teacher letter writing 
Sequence: 1) Sequence: 1) discussion or Sequence: 1) 
read grammar look for word prompt read ad 2) note 
exercise 2) read and Sequence: 1) important 
question 2) understand activate points relevant 
read sentence meaning of schema 2) read to the letter 3) 
and focus on word 3) focus an note key write draft 
syntax 3) write on what is points focus on using above 4) 
possible word relevant 4) note cohesion 3) revise draft. 
or phrase for down words, understand Duration: an 
fill in the blank phrases, chapter hour- a day. 
Duration: a sentences. questions, 
few minutes, Duration: a consolidate 
within the class few minutes information 
period. and answer 
questions. 
Duration: 
within the class 
period or day. 
Task 5 
Writing an 
essay for a 
class 
assignment. 
Location: 
same as task 1. 
Material: pen, 
paper. 
Participants: 
teacher, 
classmates. 
Time: varies 
Instructions:, 
teacher 
explanation or 
written 
guidelines for 
assignment as a 
prompt. 
Sequence: 1) 
understand 
assignment and 
activate 
schema for 
writing. 2) 
gather required 
information 
and organize 
content 3) 
make outline 4) 
write paper, 
revise 
Duration: a 
week- month 
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Format: visual Format: Format: visual Format: visual Format: visual 
or some aural visual. Target or some aural or some aural or some aural 
explanation. language. explanation. explanation. explanation. 
Target Length: Target Target Target 
language. words, phrases, language, language, language. 
Characteristics Length: sentences, pictures, pictures, Length: 
of TLU Input sentences, classified ad, a graphs. graphs. sentences, 
paragraphs. dictionary page Length: a page Length: paragraphs. 
Type: item Type: item of written text phrases, Type: prompt 
sentences, sentences. 
paragraphs. Type: prompt 
Type: prompt 
Grammatical: Grammatical: Grammatical: Grammatical: Grammatical: 
Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary: 
wide range but wide range wide range wide range wide range 
general Syntax: limited general or general or general or 
Syntax: basic range of specialized specialized specialized 
range of sytanctical Syntax: basic Syntax: limited Syntax: basic 
sytanctical structures and range of range of range of 
structures and morphology sytanctical sytanctical sytanctical 
morphology Textual: must structures and structures and structures and 
Textual: must be aware of morphology morphology. morphology 
be aware of organization as Textual: must Textual: must Textual: must 
Characteristics written cohesion be aware of be aware of be aware of 
of language rhetorical depends on this cohesion and cohesive and rhetorical and 
ability structures. organization. rhetorical rhetorical cohesive 
Pragmatic: Pragmatic: structures in devices used in structures in 
ideational, ideational, writing advertisements. writing. 
manipulative manipulative Pragmatic: Pragmatic: Pragmatic: 
Sociloliguistic: Sociloliguistic: ideational, ideational, ideational, 
Knowledge of Knowledge of imaginative, manipulative imaginative, 
standard Sri standard /Sri manipulative Sociloliguistic: manipulative 
Lankan Lankan Sociloliguistic: Knowledge of Sociloliguistic: 
English. English. Knowledge of standard and Knowledge of 
Register is Register is standard Sri Lankan standard Sri 
mostly mostly formal English. English. Lankan 
informal but idiomatic, Register is Register is English. 
natural natural mostly formal mostly formal Register is 
language language with but natural but idiomatic, mostly 
many cultural language with natural informal 
referents many cultural language with but natural 
and non many cultural language 
cultural and non 
referents cultural 
referents 
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Format: Format: Format: Format: Format: 
visual. Target visual. Target visual. Target visual. Target visual. Target 
language. language. language. language. language. 
Characteristics Length: single Length: single Length: Length: Length: 
of expected word. word, phrases, paragraph, paragraph, paragraph, 
response Type: limited. sentences. extended extended extended 
Unspeeded. Type: limited. discourse. discourse. discourse. 
Somewhat Type: Type: Type: 
speeded. extended. extended. extended. 
Unspeeded. Fairly speeded. Fairly speeded. 
Grammatical: Grammatical: Grammatical: Grammatical: Grammatical: 
Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary: Vocabulary: 
wide range but wide range wide range, wide range but wide range 
general Syntax: basic general and specifc both general 
Syntax: basic range of specific Syntax: basic and specifc 
range of sytanctical Syntax: basic range of Syntax: basic 
sytanctical structures and range of sytanctical range of 
structures and morphology sytanctical structures and sytanctical 
morphology Textual: must structures and morphology structures and 
Textual: not be aware of morphology Textual: must morphology 
required. rhetorical Textual: must be aware of Textual: must 
Pragmatic: structures in be aware of rhetorical be aware of 
Characteristics ideational, writing. rhetorical structures in rhetorical 
of language imaginative, Pragmatic: structures in formal letter structures in 
ability manipulative ideational, writing. writing. writing. 
Sociloliguistic: heuristic, Pragmatic: Pragmatic: Pragmatic: 
Knowledge of manipulative ideational, ideational, ideational, 
standard Sri Sociloliguistic: heuristic, heuristic, heuristic, 
Lankan Knowledge of manipulative manipulative manipulative 
English. standard Sri Sociloliguistic: Sociloliguistic: Sociloliguistic: 
Register is Lankan Knowledge of Knowledge of Knowledge of 
mostly English. standard Sri standard Sri standard Sri 
informal Register is both Lankan Lankan Lankan 
but natural in/formal English. English. English. 
language but natural Register is Register is Register is 
language with mostly formal mostly 
many cultural informal but natural informal 
referents but natural language but natural 
language language 
Reactivity: Reactivity: Reactivity: Reactivity: Reactivity: 
Relationship Non- Non- Non- Non- Non-
between input reciprocal. reciprocal. reciprocal. reciprocal. reciprocal. 
and expected Scope: narrow. Scope: narrow. Scope: broad. Scope: narrow Scope: fairly 
response Directness: Directness: Directness: or broad. broad. 
direct direct direct Directness: Directness: 
direct indirect 
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APPENDIXD 
ANALYSIS OF TEST TASK CHARACTERISTICS 
Characteristics of the Test Setting 
The following is a description of the physical characteristics, participants and time.:. 
The test takes place in the same classrooms as the IEP course. The environmental 
surroundings are quiet but can be varied. The participants are test takers (seated at individual 
desks) and the test administrator. The test administrator will make all the necessary 
announcements about test administration etc. Still if test takers have questions about the test 
they can ask the test administrator, and other test takers can benefit from the answers. The 
test is usually given in the afternoon and should not take more than 2 Yz hours. 
Characteristics of the Test Rubric: 
Instructions are written. Only Part 4 includes an example of the type of response required. 
Test takers are allowed to ask questions about the instructions possibly because the 
instructions may be too difficult for some test takers to read and comprehend. 
Sequence of tasks and parts is given in the form of numerals. Parts 1,2,3, and 4 consist of 
grammar exercises. Parts 1, 2 and 3 each have ten fill-in-the-blank while Part 4 requires ten 
sentences (the question form). Parts 5 and 6 both deal with reading but focus on different 
strategies. They both consist of ten questions. Parts 7 and 8 are writing tasks. The first is a 
letter the second an essay. Students can choose the sequence of tasks to complete. 
The test is speeded and will be finished in 2 Yz hours. Students can work at their own speed. 
The test is scored out of 100. For Parts 1,2,3,4 and 5 each question is worth one point with 
a total often each. Part 7 is also worth ten points and they are given to the format, content, 
grammar and vocabulary. Parts 6 and 8 are both worth twenty points. They are considered 
longer tasks that require performing a combination of language abilities. 
Characteristics of the Test Input: 
Format -visual, some aural explanation, target language. 
Length - Sentences, dictionary page (single words), phrases, paragraphs. 
Type- Item and prompt 
Characteristics of language ability: 
Grammatical- a variety of general vocabulary, simple syntax and morphology. 
Textual- basic but varied cohesive and rhetorical structures. 
Pragmatic- informing, commanding, entertaining (Part 6) 
Sociolinguistic- standard/Sri Lanka English, informallnaturallanguage, cultural referents. 
Characteristics of the Expected Responses: 
Format -visual, target language. 
Length - Single words, phrases sentences, paragraphs. 
Type- Limited as well as extended response 
Characteristics of language ability: 
Grammatical- use of some general vocabulary, simple syntax (for writing tasks) and 
morphology. 
Textual- ability to create basic cohesive and rhetorical structures. 
Pragmatic- inquiring, stating. 
Sociolinguistic- Sri Lankan English, informal register, natural language. 
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APPENDIXE 
QUESTIONS FOR LOGICAL EVALUATION OF USEFULNESS 
Questions for logical evaluation of Extent to Explanation of how quality is satisfied 
usefulness which quality 
is satisfied 
RELIABILITY 
1. To what extent do characteristics of the 
test setting vary in an unmotivated way 
from one administration of the test to 
another? 
2. To what extent do characteristics of the 
test rubric vary in an unmotivated way 
from one part of the test to another, or on 
different forms of the test? 
3. To what extent do characteristics of the 
test input vary in an unmotivated way from 
one part of the test to another, or on 
different forms of the test? 
4. To what extent do characteristics of the 
expected response vary in an unmotivated 
way from one part of the test to another, or 
on different forms of the test? 
5. To what extent do characteristics of the 
relationship between input and response 
vary in an unmotivated way from one part 
of the test to another, or on different forms 
of the test? 
CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 
6. Is the language ability construct for this 
test clearly and unambiguously defined? 
7. Is the language ability construct for the 
test relevant to the purpose of the test? 
8. To what extent does the test task reflect 
the construct definition? 
9. To what extent do the scoring procedure 
reflect the construct definition? 
10. Will the scores obtained from the test 
help us to make the desired interpretations 
about test takers' language ability? 
II. What characteristics of the test setting 
are likely to cause different test takers to 
~erform differently? 
12. What characteristics of the test rubric 
are likely to cause different test takers to 
perform differently? 
13. What characteristics of the test input 
are likely to cause different test takers to 
~erform differently? 
14. What characteristics of the expected 
response are likely to cause different test 
takers to perform differently? 
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15. What characteristics of the relationship 
between input and response are likely to 
cause different test takers to perform 
differently? 
AUTHENTICITY 
16. To what extent does the description of 
tasks in the TLU domain include 
information about the setting, input, 
expected response, and relationship 
between input and response? 
17. To what extent do the characteristics 
of the test task correspond to those ofTLU 
tasks? 
INTERACTIVENESS 
18. To what extent does the task 
presuppose the appropriate area or level of 
topical knowledge, and to what extent can 
we expect the test takers to have this area 
or level of topical knowled~e? 
19. To what extent are the personal 
characteristics of the test takers included in 
the design statement? 
20. To what extent are the characteristics 
of the test tasks suitable for test takers with 
the specified p_ersonal characteristics? 
21. Does the processing required in the 
test task involve a very narrow range or a 
wide range of areas of language 
knowledge? 
22. What language functions other than 
the simple demonstration of language 
ability, are involved in processing the input 
and formulating a response? 
23. To what extent are the test tasks 
interdependent? 
24. How much opportunity for strategy 
involvement is provided? 
25. Is this test task likely to evoke an 
affective response that would make it 
relatively easy or difficult for the test 
takers to perform at their best? 
IMPACT 
26. To what extent might the experience 
of taking the test or the feedback received 
affect characteristics of test takers that 
pertain to language use (e.g. topical 
knowledge, perception of the target 
language use situation, areas of language 
knowledge, and use of strategies)? 
27. What provisions are there for, 
involving test takers directly or collecting 
and utilizing feedback from test takers, in 
the design and development of the test? 
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28. How relevant, complete, and 
meaningful is the feedback that is provided 
to test takers? (Are the scores that are 
reported meaningful? Is qualitative 
feedback provided?) 
29. Are decision procedures and criteria 
applied uniformly to all groups of test 
takers? 
30. How relevant and appropriate are the 
test scores to decisions to be made? 
31. Are test takers fully informed about 
the procedures and criteria that will be 
used in making decisions? 
32. Are these procedures 
and criteria actually followed 
in makin~ the decisions? 
33. How consistent are the areas of 
language ability to be measured with those 
that are included in teaching materials? 
34. How consistent are the characteristics 
of the test and test tasks with the 
characteristics of teaching and learning 
activities? 
35. How consistent is the purpose of the 
test with the values and goals of society 
and the education system? 
36. Are the interpretations we make of the 
test scores consistent with the values and 
goals of society and the education system? 
37. To what extent do the values and goals 
of the test developer coincide or conflict 
with those of society and the education 
system? 
38. What are the potential consequences, 
both positive and negative, for society and 
the education system, of using the test in 
this particular way] 
40. What is the least desirable negative 
consequence, or the worst thing that could 
happen, as a result of using the test in this 
particular way, and how likely is this to 
happen? 
PRACTICALITY 
41. What type and relative amounts of 
resources are required for: (a) the design 
stage, (b) the operationalization stage, and 
. (c) the administration stage? 
42. What resources will be available for 
carrying out (a), (b), and (c) above? 
42. What resources will be available for 
c~ing out (a), (b), and (c) above? 
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APPENDIXF 
HISTOGRAMS OF THE INDIVIDUAL PARTS OF THE EPT (99) 
~r-------~--------------, 
100 
0.0 2.0 4.0 8.0 8.0 10.0 
Figure 1. Part 1 
~O~----------------------~ 
100 
Figure 3. Part 3 
Std. Dey - 2.11 
Meln -3.2 
N- 527.00 
Std. Dey - 2.22 
Moln - 4.7 
N- 527.00 
300 
100 
~ 
I: Std. eev- 1.118 
.. ,. 
Meln -8.3 l 
U. 0 N- 527.00 
2.0 4.0 8.0 8.0 10.0 
Figure 2. Part 2 
140 ..----------.="-<-------------~ 
100 
80 
80 
40 
Figure 4. 
0.0 2.0 4.0 8.0 8.0 10.0 
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Std. Dey - 2.98 
Mlln .4.3 
N- 527.00 
80~----------------------------, 
60 
40 
20 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 7 .0 8.0 9.0 10.0 
Figure 5. Part 5 
80;----------i~~~------------__, 
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:::> 
80 
40 
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Figure 7. 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 
Part 7 
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Std. Doy • 2.88 
tiel" . 4 .7 
N= 527.00 
Std. Dey = 2.51 
Mean zr 4.0 
N= 527.00 
180~----------------------------_. 
140 
120 
100 
80 
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40 
~ 
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~ 20 
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Figure 6. Part 6 
2oo~----------------------------_. 
100 
Figure 8. Part 8 
Std. Dey • 3.95 
Moln = 11 .5 
N' 527.00 
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APPENDIXG 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MATRIX of EPT (99) 
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Part 6 Part 7 Part 8 Total 
Part 1 1.000 .498 .569 .650 .467 .587 .452 .619 .758 
Part 2 .498 1.000 .489 .509 .442 .528 .402 .460 .659 
Part 3 .569 .489 1.000 .551 .559 .652 .507 .631 .783 
Part 4 .650 .509 .551 1.000 .469 .554 .474 .598 .765 
Part 5 .467 .442 .559 .469 1.000 .690 .530 .570 .766 
Part 6 .587 .528 .652 .554 .690 1.000 .607 .700 .875 
Part 7 .452 .402 .507 .474 .530 .607 1.000 .649 .743 
Part 8 .619 .460 .631 .598 .570 .700 .649 1.000 .862 
Total .758 .659 .783 .765 .766 .875 .743 .862 1.000 
(p <0.01) 
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